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The world’s first non-invasive test for reflux disease
Peptest is the first non-invasive test that diagnoses reflux related conditions. It is an innovative test that quickly and easily identifies patients who reflux gastric juice and therefore pepsin that is found in the stomach.

Gastric reflux is a common condition that everyone experiences in small amounts, however, in excess gastric reflux can contribute to a wide range of conditions.

Dr Gabriel Hendow, a GP at Bransholme Health Centre and an ENT specialist, uses Peptest to test for reflux and other associated conditions.

**How Peptest is used...**

“People with reflux symptoms are suffering every single day and night. There is the constant sensation of something in the back of the throat together with the persistent irritant clearing of the throat. So much so that they say you can tell who sitting in the waiting area has got a reflux problem, because you can hear them coughing.”

“Secondary care would incur the money and expense of their referral, added to the expense of the endoscope procedure, whereas Peptest is a fraction of this cost.”

Instead my patient sees me with a simple questionnaire, after which I can then give them a kit that they can take home and do in their own time.”

“Peptest is fantastic to use because its simplicity means I do not have to refer my patient to secondary care.”

“Using Peptest is so simple, you just can not compare.”

“This first Peptest can then be followed up with a second test, whether it is three months down the line, six months or an annual check up.”